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ABOUT US
Hi! We're QUEENNY USA: a Vegan, Non-Toxic, Cruelty-Free,
and 11-Free gel polish. Manufactured in South Korea and
based in New York, we carry over 100 colors so our
customers can always achieve the perfect nail. 
QUEENNY USA is led by 2 best friends whose families have
almost 20 years of experience in the nail industry and
wanted to create an artistic space with a focus on gentle
products.
Our mission is to inspire your inner artist by providing safe
gel polishes that will spark your creativity without sacrificing
quality. We are fun, youthful, and modern while encouraging
authenticity in everything we do!
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Base & Tops
QUEENNY offers a variety of base and
top coats that pairs perfectly on top
of any gel polish and ensures long
lasting shine for weeks with no
chipping.

Regular Color Gel
QUEENNY creates premium, self-
leveling, and pigmented gel colors for
the standard 3 step gel system. Use
on top of extensions or natural nails
and soak off for removal.

Metallic/Glitters
QUEENNY's metallic/glitter gel
polishes give a high-shine effect and
are self-leveling so you don't have to
worry about chunky or bulky gel
manicures. 
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Neon Collection
Check out QUEENNY USA's newest
launch -- NEON Collection! Consisting of
6 new bright colors, the NEON Collection
allows you to create bold and vibrant
designs.
WARNING: Not for the faint of heart! 

Nude Collection
QUEENNY'S Nude Collection includes 15
shades that complement all skin tones.
The Nude Collection is the way to go for
any and every classic look."A" COLLECTION

The "A" Collection provides the 
perfect range of sheer pinks and
pigmented reds!
Available now exclusively on
our site.



Be On The 
Look-Out GEL POTS

SURPRISE!! We are so excited to
announce that QUEENNY USA 
will soon be dropping our very 
own gel pot collection! 
Stay connected with us to get 
an alert upon release.

LINE GEL
QUEENNY's Line Gel is the ultimate 
nail art tool! Boasting a thin brush tip
with our signature gel formula,
dcreating nail designs have never
been easier. Stay tuned! 



Connect With Us
@queenny_usa

@queenny_usa

Scan here to 
visit our site!

officialqueenny
business@gmail.com


